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FAQ
Q: What is a devotee?
A: A devotee is someone who sexually attracted to a person with a disability. Devotees all have
different ideas about what they find attractive. Some are only interested in spinal cord injuries,
for instance, while others are attracted to any kind of physical disability. We are not interested in
children or developmentally disabled adults.

Q: What causes a person to become a devotee?
A: There are a lot of theories, from the genetic (you're born with it) to the psychological
(something that you experienced as a child triggered this reaction). None of them have been
proven. Many devotees report being aware of their feelings since early childhood. Some devotees
can pinpoint a trigger, such as having a disabled family member, while others can't name any
specific cause. In asking this question, however, it's important to remember that we still don't
really understand what causes any type of sexual attraction. Why are some people gay? Why do
some people prefer a certain hair color? Until these questions can be answered there will be no
answer for devotees either. It seems likely that there is no single cause, and people become
devotees through a variety of reasons. The one similarity is that we do not decide to become
devotees; it just happens.

Q: Are devotees sick?
A: No. While it's unusual in our society to find disabilities attractive, it is not wrong to be
physically attracted to a consenting adult for whatever reason. The desire itself is just there.
What you choose to do with it is another question. A few devotees have been known to engage in
unethical behavior, such as stalking, but that does not mean the desire itself is at fault.

Many devotees feel intense shame and guilt, but this is not necessary. We feel shame for having
desires that are not "normal" and guilt for finding pleasure in others' misfortunes. But we did not
cause the disability, nor do we wish it on anyone. Devotees are also sometimes accused of seeing
only the disability and not the whole person. We can't deny that this sometimes happens, but
most devotees say they are interested in the whole person. Having an intense physical attraction
to someone does not preclude the possibility of also having an intense emotional relationship with
that same person. Also, as intelligent adults, disabled people can choose whether or not they want
to have a relationship with a devotee. If a disabled person is not comfortable with the idea of
devotees, they are free to ignore us. However, we are also free to indulge in our fantasies.

Q: What is the purpose of this website?
A: This website is primarily for devotees of disabled men. I would like this site to be a resource for
devotees, a place to enjoy stories about our favorite subject, and find more information about
books, movies and other sites that may be of interest.

Q: Where are the stories about disabled women?
A: There are TONS of sites for devotees of disabled women. This is one of the few sites dedicated
to devotees of disabled men.
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Q: How come you don't have any stories about …? (leg braces, a certain movie, etc.)
A: The stories we write reflect our own personal interests and besides, there's only so much we
can do in our spare time. If you have a specific fantasy you'd like to read about, why not write it
down and send it to us? If we like it, we'll post it. Also, if you have a book, movie or TV show you'd
like to tell us about, please write. This site will only be as good as you help to make it.

Send all submissions to: devotee87@hotmail.com .

Q: Who are you?
A: Devotees are just people like everyone else. We're your neighbor, your co-worker, your cousin,
your physical therapist.

Q: You were born devotee, OK. But your parents are they, too, devotee?
A: At first glance I would say NO. But a little reflection, I realize that this is a subject that is
never discussed as a family because it is not easy to tell people around us that we are attracted to
people with motor disabilities. However, in my case, I did not feel that they are devotee, because
when the disability, the subject is cut off quickly. An example, once I dared to mention the fact
that a disabled boy was dragging me, my parents told me: "You deserve better than a disability! ".
I think it gives a good idea of their vision of disability. Second hypothesis, they are also Devotees,
but to show just the opposite to not be recognize by us, but I believe there ... less

Q: I do not really understand the definition of the word "devotee: sexually attracted to a
person with a disability. "There is the sex of a disabled person who draws a devotee?
A: It is difficult to answer this question in general. Honestly, when I pass a handsome paraplegic,
I think we can talk about sex drive, as when a boy meets a girl in mini skirt street. However, in a
relationship in the longer term, sexual relationship with the disabled person is no longer in the
foreground. I talk about in another article: fantasies of a devotee.

Q: Honestly, you love your partner as a human being or just by the fact that he is disabled? Does
the person is in itself attracts you or disability?
A: It's a question I sometimes ask myself again ... Once I took the time to respond to another type
of question: If your spouse was disabled by some miracle cure, would love you still? Here is my
answer: "My partner has a disability" light ", his knees are worn faster than expected, the pain
preventing them from moving normally ... However, this is a very active man, he could not bear to
do nothing. We then sought medical help, and last month it gets better ...
Under my dev eyes , I saw one time disabled, and then now again it working again.
So I think for me the disability is not a condition to fall in love or not, that's a plus that can have
a man in my eyes.
But when I met my boyfriend, he was not disabled as he is today. His knees were certainly not in
good condition, but it was not noticeable. I'm still in love. When things started to deteriorate, I
explained, it did not bother me at all it is sometimes reduced, but quite the opposite ...
So I would really insist, being devotee, this is first a loving person whatsoever, then he found
strength in his handicap. And as anyone by loving one another, we do wish her happiness. Thus,
if the medicine can do walk again, as he wishes, I will argue, know and enjoy the pleasures that
bring me new life with this person, with whom I have braved winds and tides, we will be stronger.
And after so many years of happiness, it is not a new disabled with no hope of walking that I will
leave, there would be too much to rebuild without the certainty that it works as well.
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Other questions you would like me to answer? Leave them comments, by post, or my address
devotee87@hotmail.com .
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